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have calculated the short-term beam spread and beam wander of a laser beam propagating in a turbulent medium-. These results hav.e been used to calculate the probability that. due to beam wander. the beam will fail to hit "a receiver aperture. One diiiculty in using laser systems for communication through the earth's atmosphere is that there is a possibility that the b-am may warder from position to position. and may therefore completely miss !he receiver in some instances.
Since the spot, dances from position to pos;tion in times of order I rmillisecond.
this would not be = proberem for systems using pulses much longer than I millisecond. but would be an important consideration for systems using puises short compared with a millisecond. In this report we shanl therefo.-e study the nature of the beam wander and derive results; appropriate for application to laser comn-H rmiications sys'temas.
DERIVATION OF BFA.IN-WANUDE FORMULA
It is well understood from purely physical considerations that eddies which are large co.-ared with the diameter of a laser beam tend to deflect the beam.
while those smaller than the beam tend to broaden the be2m but do not deflecd it sigmficanti-y. Let us consider t.he mature of the received spot on an aperture in a turbulent medium. If we look over very s.ort times we see-a broadez spot: as we look for loger ties we see that the spot dances from position to position.
Therefore if we average the received intensity over very log times, the total broadened spot would consist or two components: actual short-term beam
MReceived for piblication 25 Nover-ber 1974) The Zong-a-short-term beam it-radiance can be obtained from the modified linyge.s-Fresnel principle. T-ahe short-terc irradiance 1 s is
*7T e abo -argument holds for icj'S C:' LI I, < I . w=here k. is the signal wavenumber. Ci 2 is the izitex of refraction structure connstant, and L is the path length-.
For kj3 c-LIL we expect that the beam will be broken up into multiple patches with negligible wander of the beam centroid. .
where iY is a number of order unity and C is the index of refraction structure n constant-In Eq. (2) the iztegral en 4 from 7 (pID) to -i indicates that the effect on the MTF of eddies larger than D is excluded. For opID) <_ 1. Eq. (2) MsT" and the full expression of Eq. (2) must be used.
The long-term a-'eraged irradiance < VILT is given by Eq. (1) with M-., replaced by the long-term modulation trazsfer funcni= is given by Eq. (2) with Y = 0. and is Therefore if the coherence length p is much greater than the aper Z diameter.
the long-and short-term averaged irraZiances at the receiver are the same as would be present at the receiver if the turb-alen! med•-:w were replaced by vacuum-(b) %.VD << 1. In this case the short-and long-term averaged irradiances can be appror:=m.i&e-lty.
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We have rwt ve. specified 7 but estimates obtaired by co:parison with dat appear to in-.ca1e.0. since this gives a reasonable fit with the data of Dowling and Livingstom.5 and -ith the theoretical results of Fried. 
NUMEMJAL REMSLT
Eqmations (14) and (15) give the short-ard long-term bea. spread for ,70D" << I.
Howe.er. we will also often be interested in the case when 1-. In this =ase the lon,-and short-term irradiances must be evaluated nu erically.. If we assame •.-, xperture field is given by Eq. 
7)
= -*-0.9
0 -equations (20) and (21) Since the beam wander is a gaussian random variable. we can naw calculate the probability that the beam will miss a voirA aperture. We have for the probability of the beam wander ( 2
2 22n
The probability thNt the beam will miss (by miss we mean that the ampliude at the receiver will be reduced by more than e-l a point aperture ir equal to the probability that tht beam wander exceeds the short-term beam spread. That is
Upon using Eq. M)3 in (25) we have
This result ia plotted in Figure 3 . For th--case of a receiving aperture of radius A . we replace CSTbr A," -Or.s in Eq-. 25). In the next section we will do an example to illust.-ate the u-of Figures 2 and 3 for a,-,,spheric propagation.
-L A?*'CATION TO THE F-ARTIFS AMhOSPHERE An important aplication of our results is to a la~ser communications link between the earth and an orbiting satellite. Let us suppose the satellite is at an altitude h. and at an angle 0 relative to the normal to the earth at the transmitter. where P-is the radius of the earth. If -we assume hs << a and
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we czn apprmximate Eq. (27) by dz = sec 6 dh.
and we may therefore evaluate po 0 for the earth-to-sat-•1ite path as will no longer be nearly equal to zero. 
